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AN ANAMORPHIC COLONIAL GRID
According to Slovenian philosopher Slavoj Žižek,
colonial powers “brutally intruded into traditional
societies all around the world, derailing their
customs and destroying their social fabric—not to
mention the economic exploitation.”1 And it follows
that this brutal intrusion left a permanent wound in
colonized societies. In the case of Quito, Ecuador,
the traces of this colonial wound, of the destruction
of its social fabric, are still present in the urban
fabric of the historical center. Quito was founded
on top of the newly established capital of the Incan
Empire in 1534 so that the first Spanish settlements
did not start from scratch, but had to deal with a
preexisting cultural condition. As it is well known,
colonial constructions occupied the place of old
indigenous buildings and streets.2 The foundation
of the city followed the Laws of the Indies, which
demanded that colonial settlements should start
from the central plaza, drawing orthogonal streets a
cordel y regla (at right angles), and thus determining
a grid that allowed an ever-expanding growth logic.
The orthogonal grid—known in the
Spanish colonial settlements as damero (chessboard), according to Italian architect Pier Vittorio
Aureli, is an “ideal projection” of a “new order,” and
it became “so ubiquitous to appear almost natural.”3
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But in the case of Quito, that is questionable: the
ideal urbs clashed with the existing Incan City and
the mountainous nature of the territory of Quito.
The grid is not an ideal damero, but bears the testimony of the conflict between a superimposed logic
with preexisting complexities. Furthermore, it is
unknown if Quito had a plan before its foundation,
even if the Law of the Indies demanded to “always
bring the plan of the place that will be founded.”4 As
Aureli acknowledges, a successful feature of “colonial settlements in the Americas and Asia was their
minimal planning […] It is not by chance that maps
of colonial towns in the Americas were often simple
diagrams.”5 This ‘minimal planning’ is evident in a
schematic map of Quito from the sixteenth century
(the oldest known)—in what appears to be an exercise on property-distribution,—the city is located
with the Pichincha volcano on top and the grid of
the colonial settlement in clear contrast. The plan
shows no difference between streets and blocks,
but a plain abstract grid where only text signals the
distribution of properties—which sometimes superimpose on adjacent streets. The struggle of natural
topography against the generic character of the
colonial urbanization seems to be present, even in
this schema of the city. The only non-straight lines
are the ones that represent either natural slopes
or creeks. [Fig. 1]
This first schematic plan of Quito reveals
how the city’s representations tended to obliterate
the contingent complexities produced by the mountainous nature of the city. The geometry of this plan
depicts an ideal logic of distribution, even though
there are hardly straight lines in the foundational
fabric of Quito. A newer map drawn in 1734 by
historian and geographer Dionisio Alcedo y Herrera
shows—in an anamorphic rather than scientific
manner—how the generic colonial urbanism struggled to prevail even in the most radical conditions.
The Pichincha Volcano dominates the map, but it is
drawn at a smaller size—as if it was perceived from
a distance, as an icon. The map mixes elevations
with horizontal projection, almost as a façade of the
whole city, and suggests the non-planar condition
of the territory. Squares and blocks are orthogonal
but become gradually distorted—as the result of
the clash between the rigorous geometric schema
and the complex topography. Due to the extreme
topographical condition, many blocks have rivers in
the middle and bridge-buildings. The contradictory
mixture between extreme topography and ideal
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Fig 1. The plan depicts a schematic division of land in the earlier days of
colonial Quito, signaling ecclesiastic and civic properties, hospitals and
churches. Non-orthogonal lines represent rivers and, on top, the Pichincha
volcano. Anonymous, Plano de la ciudad de San Francisco del
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the conquerer. According to Webster, this attribu-

tion of Quito as mostly European has been limited

Fig 2. In this newer map, Alcedo Herrera draws more specific
contingencies in the urbanization of the city, like the non-straight geometry of the urban fabric and the way rivers create cracks along building

blocks and streets. Dionisio de Alcedo Herrera, Plano de la Ciudad de San
Francisco de Quito, 1734 , https://www.ign.es/web/catalogo-cartoteca/
resources/html/023397.html
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models gave birth to innovative ways to understand
the Greco-Roman tradition outside Europe. [Fig. 2]
If we think of these maps as narratives
of the earliest years of Colonial Quito, neither of
them presents a comprehensive vision of the city.
Notably, the maps neglect the preexisting Incan
city. However, these incomplete and imprecise maps
may give a far-reaching vision of the “Real.” As
Žižek acknowledges, to get a touch of the “Real”, one
should embrace the very impossibility of a narrative
for grasping the full complexity of reality, which is
“thwarted immanently, on account of an inherent
antagonism rather than an excess of reality.”6 What
Žižek proposes is to look for the inconsistency immanent in the narratives, instead of looking for how
reality or the conceptual framework fails to fit in an
all-encompassing narrative. As Žižek puts it, “there
is a conflict of narratives, and the Real is touched
by this conflict that maintains the distance of the
narratives from reality; the Real is inaccessible, and
the Real is the very obstacle which makes it inaccessible—this is how the (narrative) form itself falls into
its content.” 7 In order to interpret the “Real,” these
anamorphic maps would make visible what was
underneath the surface of contingent reality. In the
case of Quito, to affirm that “the regularity of form
that characterizes colonial settlements is a consequence of the fact that colonial appropriation—the
origin of man state formations—requires planning
before construction”8 does not fit. Indeed, in colonial Quito, planning might have been a desire more
than a proven activity.9 The city grew by negotiating
existing conditions, applying, and then breaking
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the regulations demanded by the Law of Indies.
However, following Žižek’s advice, this partial view
of reality might be telling on how the city became
a forced symbol to legitimate its origins as more
European than Indigenous.
QUITO AS AN
UNACKNOWLEDGED MESTIZO
According to Alfredo Lozano, architect and historian of Andean ancestral territories, the Spanish
geometry for the urbanization of new cities during
the colony not only responded to European models
but also took advantage of the similar conditions
already present in the Incan city—i.e., the Incan city
had a grid with streets in right angles and plazas,
which are called canchas. Around the cancha, were
the main ceremonial and administrative buildings,
just as in Spanish plazas.10 In general terms, the colonizers “took advantage of the houses and buildings
that they found.”11 Consequently, the establishment
of colonial Quito destroyed its cultural symbols and
also took the existing Incan infrastructure in order
to serve colonial purposes, implicitly accepting the
universal virtue of found conditions in the Incan
city. A colonial settlement that takes existing conditions as their own is no longer a “pure” European
model but an impure model, a mestizo.
Ecuadorian philosopher Bolivar Echeverría defines “mestizaje cultural” (cultural half-blood)
as the “affirmation of the own thing in the assimilation of the alien thing.”12 As in a mestizaje process,
Spanish settlers not only imposed an antique Roman
logic of urbanization, but also took existing conditions as their own. Nonetheless, mestizaje is not the
result of a natural encounter, but a brutal imposition
of foreign codes. As stated by Echeverría, “no
semiotic substance, neither signified nor signifiers,
could be updated in a more or less direct manner,
which means, without the intervention of violence
as a persuasive method.”13 Echeverria also notices
that the notion of “Mestizo” could be a “conciliatory
and tranquillizer representation”14 when we use the
term as a consistent synthesis of the mixture of two
cultures. In other words, when we look at mestizaje
as the representation of synthesis and not as the
representation of a wound, the violent nature of the
historical process of colonization is obfuscated.15
Art historians have celebrated colonial
Quito because of its resemblance to European
models, as declared by North American art historian Susan Verdi Webster in her essay “The Lives
of Buildings in Colonial Quito”. Historian Damian
Bayón considers Quito a “true European enclave on
American ground”.16 Similarly, Alfonso Ortiz Crespo
and Alexandra Kennedy Troya, two of the most
influential art historians of Quito, have declared that
in the case of Quito, “we cannot speak of mestizaje,
because Quiteñan architecture is the most European
of any produced in Spanish America. The indigenous presence in Quiteñan architecture is isolated
and timid, like a shortcoming that fears being
discovered.”17 Even though there is no negation
of indigenous contributions to colonial buildings,
these contributions are only valid under the light of
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Fig 3. The exuberant decoration on the portal of San Lorenzo de Potosí in Bolivia mixes European canons
with local motifs. Photo by Eduardo Manchon in “File: San Lorenzo Church in Potosi - panoramio.jpg,”

Wikimedia Commons, taken on April 30, 2004, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:San_Lorenzo_
Church_in_Potosi_-_panoramio.jpg

to what is visible on the surface of monumental
colonial architecture, reducing Andean presence to
small anomalies of the hegemonic colonial project.
Hence, any inconsistency of the European model
found on colonial buildings in Quito is patronized
as an intrusion of indigenous presence.18
This lack of explicit indigenous architectural motifs in Quito is not typical of the so-called
“Barroco Mestizo”19 architecture—an example
being the façade of San Lorenzo de Potosí church
(seventeenth century) in Bolivia [Fig. 3], which
explicitly mixes pre-Columbian and European
ornamental motifs. Any potential indigenous
authorship that has used canonically European
codes—such as those of European treatises—is
believed to be a “pure” example of European
canons. As proven by Webster, these readings fail
to notice how, in reality, documents confirm Incan
contributions to monumental architecture in colonial Quito. For example, the portal of the chapel
San Juan de Letrán in La Merced church—located
within the limits of the historical center in Quito—
expresses no indigenous motifs. In fact, it seems
a slightly variated version of the Doric portal of
Ferento’s Roman theater in Italy, as imagined by
Sebastiano Serlio in “I Sette libri dell’architettura”,
book three—dedicated to roman antiquities. The
indigenous master stonemason Diego Ventura and
his son, Juan Ventura, designed the chapel and
portal.20 Different to the Barroco Mestizo portal
of San Lorenzo de Potosí that has incorporated
pre-Columbian ornaments, the portal of San Juan
de Letrán, [Fig. 4] shows no traces of indigenous
symbolism, but the acceptance of the classical
language of renaissance architecture. Webster
demonstrates, by uncovering the indigenous
authorship of the chapel, how the language of the
dominant became the language of the oppressed,
not subjugated to colonizers but self-determined.
As she affirms, “by the seventeenth century, it is
likely that Andeans constructing buildings in the
European style did not perceive them as European
at all; rather, the buildings expressed and embodied the generational legacy and memory of
their forefathers.” 21
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Webster ironically asks, “from another point of
view, if Quiteñan architecture is to be classified as
‘of and for conquest,’ we might well ask, whose?” 22
Following Žižek’s line of thought, the ones who
conquered the architectural language from the
European renaissance are the indigenous builders.
Hence, what appears as a submissive attitude, paradoxically, is an intromission in the very intellectual
core of a supposed exclusive European tradition.
The denaturalization of the imposed language
signals a “true victory over colonization,” 23 even if
a small one.
LIMITS AND THE URGENCY
FOR CONSISTENCY
Quito was the first city to be declared as World
Heritage by UNESCO in 1978. UNESCO considered
that “Quito proudly possesses one of the most
extensive and best-preserved historic centres of
Spanish America.” 24 Almost no large renovation
projects have been undertaken inside the historical
center during the twentieth century, therefore the
declaration aims to preserve the historical site
through politics incorporated in the legislative
corpus of territorial planning. [Fig. 5] The invisible
lines that limit the heritage site not only frame the
aura of authenticity, in a Benjaminian sense, but
they play a political role: they limit a jurisdiction
that suspends the potential process of renovation
of the historical urban fabric and its architecture.
The natural growth process of the city is prohibited
within the limits of preservation. Paradoxically, this
prohibition aims to perfectly preserve the so-called
damero, which is evidence of the brutal intrusion
of the non-stop growing logic of urbanization in
colonial Spain.
Even though the historical center today
is considered as a fundamental evidence for the
historical legacy of the city and the country, by the
end of the nineteenth century it was denied and
abandoned. The old colonial city was difficult to
leave behind, since it was almost locked up within
and surrounded by a natural enclave: mountains
and creeks, acting as defensive walls since pre-Columbian settlements.25 The local aristocracy—which
most commonly shared spaces with indigenous
population—transformed their old colonial facades
into neoclassic pastiches, trying to make their
houses resemble an image of European palaces.26
Hence, the role of the neoclassical pastiches on
colonial houses facades was not only decorative
but was a political instrument in order to reaffirm
Eurocentric references. The city finally expanded
at the beginning of the twentieth century, as the
historical center became gradually abandoned; but
paradoxically, it began to be valued as a legitimate
historical testimony of the city.
The first modern urban planning of
Quito—Plan Regulador de Quito (1942-1944) of
Uruguayan architect Jones Odriozola— recognizes
the cultural legacy of the historical center. Odriozola conceives the historical center as a “colonial
city”, and its monumental buildings as “colonial art”.
In other words, the historical city was perceived

Fig 4. The portal of San Juan de Letrán in Quito shows no clear evidence
of local decorative motifs, but instead, the appropriation of renaissance
architectural conventions. Drawing by the author,
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Fig 5. By the end of the nineteenth century, Quito had grown within the natural limits created by creeks
and mountains. No large renovation process had occurred, but a consolidation of the colonial urban fabric.
Gualberto Pérez, Plano de Quito, con los planos de todas sus casas , (Paris: imp. de Erhard Hermanos, 1888)
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b530251824/f1.item

as a museum of antiquities, so the plan proposed
to “rectify facades” and open up plazuelas (small
plazas) in order to “appreciate objectively certain
monuments that nowadays present difficulties for
being looked at.”27 Odriozola’s plan was not executed
entirely—particularly within the historical center
where it suggested massive demolitions—but many
modernist buildings replaced old colonial structures.
Modernist buildings in the historical center did not
have a tabula rasa; instead, the weight of a colonial
legacy was the basis for historicist worries. This
is evident, for example, in Duran Ballen’s Guerrero-Mora building (1950), which replaced a colonial
house. The building rests on a volume that functions
as a plinth with two horizontal bodies: on the street
level a setback curtain wall defines its ‘modern’
transparent limit, while the upper part is a historicist
graft that coincides with the limits of the pre-existing colonial house. Meanwhile, on top, the building
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separates itself from the continuity of the historicist
facades on the street. In spite of its historicist
compromises, this building—among others modern
interventions—has been targeted as disturber of a
desired historicist harmony.
Rafael Correa, former Ecuadorian president, in one of his routine Saturday speeches apologized for not having yet completed the demolition of
“two of those monstrous buildings.” He was referring
to Civil Registry and the Provincial Health Department that, according to him, were the “ugliest in the
historical center”. Correa insisted that the latter was
“a horrifying building…very ugly” and the former
was “a monster right in the historical center.”28 As
the president’s prognosis suggested, these modern
buildings were demolished and have been superseded with plazas and green spaces as part of an official
plan for the revitalization of the historical center.
The objective behind creating plazas was
not only to increase access to public space, but
also—as declared by Correa in the same speech—to
allow the contemplation of monumental church
complexes of San Agustin and de la Concepción,
which were attached to the Civil Registry and the
Provincial Health Department buildings respectively. Correa’s demolition of modernist traces in the
historical center coincided, in praxis, with Odriozola’s modernist plan (conceived 70 years earlier):
liberating monumental colonial buildings so they
become distinguishable by virtue of their autonomy,
like works of art in a museum. Disguised as a stylistic preoccupation, Correa’s plan points to a strategy

aimed at attracting tourists—Disneyfication, as
geographer David Harvey puts it29—in order to fake
a consistent historical landscape that resembles a
past that never existed.
Paradoxically, the revitalization plan
of the historical center implies the violent act of
destruction of whatever does not combine with
a presupposed colonial image. But not only the
presence of modern architectural language is discomforting for a colonial ideal. Even the presence
of people with anti-status quo watchwords—which
have traditionally occupied the historical center’s
main plaza—have become increasingly denied.
This was evident in a recent violent event: a massive
demonstration on October 9, 2019. After six days
of continuous protests, nearly 20,0000 indigenous
people arrived in Quito from rural settlements
around the country to join the demonstrations
against the rise in fuel prices and other FMI-related neoliberal measurements of President Lenin
Moreno. Plaza Grande—the central plaza where
the presidential mansion is located—was seized by
military and police forces to impede “human bodies
in that place” that would have converted “public
space into a political commons.”30 By thwarting the
protest to take place within the historical center,
the government kept possession of the plaza and
avoided potential destruction of the heritage site.
These contingent circumstances coincide
with the historical attitude of limiting any intrusion
of incongruences, or destroying them, in order to
guarantee the historical center’s consistency; but
what consistency is worth saving when the history
of Quito has been determined by a brutal interruption of its history in the sixteenth century Spanish
conquest? Moreover, the damage to the colonial city
center by any protests would have paled in comparison to the process of colonization itself. The act of
limiting the entrance of people suggests an act more
violent than that of military and police repression.
Just as the verb demonstrate means both “to prove
something with facts” and “to show a political
position publicly”, to impede a demonstration to
take place in a heritage site aims to delegitimize the
protest, as well as to hide it and preserve the hegemony of the historical center along with the factual
bourgeoisie powers that sustain it.
Just as any attempt to return to a pre-colonial past would be a fallacy, the supposed authenticity of historical evidence posits a hegemonic point
of reference that needs to clean up everything that
disturbs this universal values. According to Žižek,
the truly revolutionary potential of the wound made
by the colonization process relies on making this
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wound the starting point of emancipation, instead of
healing it. In that sense, every attempt to generate
a coherent whole fails to notice the true potential
of the variations of dominant expressions. To put it
in unsolved (universal) Kantian terms: “Out of the
crooked timber of humanity, no straight thing was
ever made.”31
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